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Like father like daughter!
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“I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.” Philippians 4:13

Alex

Just the girls!

Sadie
The 8 things I used from the Tips List are:

- #9- images from my computer
- #8- clipart and editing pictures using the picture toolbar
- #7- wordart
- #6- shapes
- #4- a footer (the bible verse)
- #3- a table (the calendar)
- #2- clipart online
- #1- two images from google images (sites where the pictures came from are listed above)

I want to teach Kindergarten, so some assignments my students could do with collages are letter and word association: they could go through magazines or pick from a group of pictures I give them to find items that begin with the letter A, B, C, and so on or they could make a collage of words that rhyme with each other. It also might be useful to the students if I made a collage with the whole class of each month and include on it pictures of the students with birthdays in each month and the holidays that fall in each month. With younger students, I think a collage assignment would be more about pictures and associations than trying to explain an idea.